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Laser micro-drilling is a significant manufacturing method used to drill precise microscopic holes into metals. The 
task of inspecting defects is costly and redrilling defective holes can lead to imperfection owing to the misalignment 
in re-aligning the removed specimens. Thus an in-situ, automatic inspection method is expected to reduce the 
workload and increase the quality of products. Furthermore, laser machines are capable of drilling a wide range of 
hole diameters into specimens of various materials and thicknesses. For optimal practicality of an automated 
solution, the generalization to multiple combinations of diameter, material, and thickness should be considered. This 
paper proposes the use of photodiode data and machine learning models to detect defects in real-time during the 
fabrication of SK5 steel plates with 1,064 nm Nd:YAG Laser machines. Further, it explores the possibility of 
generalizing the models to 51 different scenarios of fabrication. A dataset of around 1,500,000 time-series data 
points was generated using an optical probe while drilling over 56,000 holes into test specimens. Three plate 
thicknesses and five hole diameters resulting in 15 different combinations of thickness and diameter were drilled 
using optimal laser parameters consisting of peak power, pulse frequency, pulse width, laser defocus, and velocity. 
An additional 12 potential defect-prone conditions were designed to obtain data during sub-optimal manufacturing. 
Inclusion of obstacles, surface imperfections, and altering of the laser parameters: peak power, pulse, and laser 
defocus, were used as these sub-optimal conditions. True values for hole quality were evaluated for each hole using 
OGP 3D profile microscope measuring machines. The values encompass measurable features of hole quality such 
as circularity and diameter at hole entry and exit, hole tapering, and hole alignment. LSTM and CNN autoencoders 
were used to detect defects through anomaly detection achieving an overall accuracy of 99.8% in detecting defects 
for holes drilled with optimal conditions. The accuracy of models trained for each combination of thickness and 
diameter was superior to those trained over multiple combinations. Recall, arguably the most important measure of 
performance for the given task was notably higher for specific models suggesting that an optimal generalization 
method would increase the performance over multiple combinations. Thus methods of classification were 
incorporated into the models in an attempt to better generalize them. Results showed the possibility of differentiating 
photodiode data patterns for different physical combinations offering opportunities to improve the practicality of the 
automated in-situ machine learning solution to defect detection of laser micro-drilling. 
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Fig. 1 Defective holes detected by the machine learning models using the proposed method 
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